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Abstract: There Is A Weak Relationship Between The Police And The Community In South Africa. This Relationship Is Contrary To What The World Expects From Police Ministry – That Is Dedication And Firmness In Fulfilling Objective Of The Police. Nationally, The Police Are Tasked ‘To Prevent, Combat And Investigate Crime, To Maintain Public Order, To Protect And Secure The Inhabitants Of The Republic And Their Property, And To Up Hold And Enforce The Law’. This Is In Collaboration With The Community They Serve. Today That Collaboration Is Sadly Lacking. Community Members Are Taking The Law Into Their Own Hands, As If The Police Don’t Exist. Mob Justice Is Common And Residents Are Left Stranded; The Majority Of Them No Longer Trust In The Police Force. The Police Take Too Long To Come To A Crime Scene, Or Don’t Show Up At All. Community Members Are Left With No Choice Than To Deal With Criminals Themselves. The Police Should Be Duty Bound To Quickly Respond To The Scene Of A Crime. The Situation Calls For The Pastoral Care Of The Police. This Article Aims To Investigate And Describe Possible Ways That Can Re-Enforce Police Pastoral Care. It Is Critical Reflection On The Police-Community Relationship Within Southern Africa As A Whole.

I. INTRODUCTION

There Is Lack Of Team Work Between The Police And The Community In Maintaining ‘Civil Order And To Investigate Breaches Of The Law’ (As Required By The Constitution Of The Republic Of South Africa, 1996:119). In Many Communities, People Use Mob Justice To Take Law Into Their Own Hands. This Is Total Disregard For The Police. But The Challenge Remains, If The Police Do Not Fulfil Their Duties What Should The People Do? Perhaps It Reveals That Police Officers Themselves Need Family Pastoral Care. Perpetrators Of Mob Justice And Criminals Too Need The Same Care. It Is The Responsibility Of The Church To Offer This Care. A Person May Wonder How This Can Be Possible For The Church. This Is Possible Through Church Members In The Family, School And Government As Civic And Civil Servants. The Police Alone Cannot Solve This Problem Of Crime And Moral Decadency. The Church Must Support Their Efforts (Diocese Of Mthatha 2008/2009:1–16).

This Is A Reflection On Police-Community Relationship As Pastoral Tool For The Church’s Family Care Ministry In South Africa. Community Often Accuse The Police Of Reluctance In Bringing To Justice Criminal Perpetrators In Communities: ‘Cops Take Too Long To Come To A Crime Scene, Or Don’t Show Up At All’ (Tebella2018:10). It Is Difficult To Find The Reason Why This Happens Within The Police Service. Perhaps Police Officers Are Also Facing The Dilemma Of Working Among Their Own Relatives, The Abuse They Receive From The Offensive Use Of Language, And Aggressive Violence. There Is Also The Community’s Failure To Report Criminal Case To Police, Child Neglect, Media Influence, And Neglect Of One’s Christian Heritage, Uncontrolled Behaviours Such As Sexual Urges In Society, Threats Of Violence, Etc. What Happens Is That Some Police Officers Also Get Entangled In Doing Evil Things Including Sexual Misconducts E.G .Rape (See Tv Report On Male Police Sexual Abuse Of Two Girl-Minors In Soweto, South Africa, On 15/03/2018)

The Article Exposes Lack Of Cooperation Between The Police And Community In Tackling Immoral And Criminal Behaviour In The Country. This Is Because The Police Lack Commitment To Provide A Quick Response To Criminal Activities. It Depicts How This Lack Has Affected The Country: Many People Get Involved In Taking The Law Into Their Own Hands, By Dealing With The Criminals By Themselves Through Illegal/Criminal And Violent Means. Conflicts Are Common In Different Areas (Contrary To Church Teaching). People Have Lost Jobs, Properties And Human Lives.

The Situation Calls For The Ministry Of Family Pastoral Care For The Police And The Community. This Can Begin At Home With The Family And School.
II. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The Truth About South Africa: Like Any Other Country, There Are Various Immoral And Criminal Activities Going On In Southern Africa Which Call For Collaboration Between The Police And The Community. These Evil Activities Are So Many. Some Involve Are: Aggressive Violence Which Leads To Murder, Theft And Robbery, Child Neglect And Abuse, Sexual Misconduct Such As Rape, Human Abduction, Drug Abuse And So Forth. Perpetrators Are Peoples From All Spheres Of Life. Included Are Politicians, Social And Health Workers, School Administrators, Civil Servants, Domestic Workers (Men And Women), And Religious Leaders. Native And Foreign Nationals Are All Involved. It Reveals The Cause Of ‘Xenophobia Violence’ In South Africa, And Parliament’s Decision To Send All Members To Visit Xenophobia Violence Hotspots To Speak Out Against Xenophobia (Parliament Of The Republic Of South Africa 2015:12-15).

Unfortunately Term-Work Seem To Be Missing Between The Police And Community In This Country, Because Of Poor Cooperation. Instead Of Calling The Police, People Use Mob Justice To Take The Law Into Their Own Hands As If The Police Don’t Exist. Many South Africans Turn A Blind Eye To These Criminal And Immoral Activities. Some Attempt To Solve Them. But The Solutions Betray Them.

2.1. Mocking The Police


But The Community Seem To Forget Its Ignorance Of The Destructive Implications Of Language Use. Names Play Double Roles In Relationships. Names Can Be Used To Unite Or To Divide People Because Of Different Interpretations People Give To These Names. Ngubane (1995: 147) Highlights The Positive Use Of African Names In Baptism. The Author Points Out That, Names Express A Being’s Place In The Universe. They Are Means Of Acknowledging That Beings Differ From One Another. In Many Ways And They Must Be Identified. Being In This Universe Need One Another: They Interact And Transact With One Another And Affect Each Other.


A Reflection On ‘Cops Must Start Dealing With Crime’, Tebella Amos (2018:10) Reports In Sowetan Newspaper Of South Africa:

Nowadays, Some Officers Even Have Links To Criminals Who Buy Favours From Them With Bribes. We’re Sick And Tired Of Murder, Theft, Rape And Child Abductions. More Often Than Not Undocumented Foreign Nationals Are Bribed To Commit Crimes On Behalf Of South Africans.

Though The Quotation Can Easily Be Misunderstood As Having A Negative Connotation, It Reveals That The Police Should Be Duty Bound To Quickly Respond To The Scene Of A Crime. Police Visibility Must Be Increased In Cbd’s And Communities, As It Discourages Criminals. Human Community Needs Committed Police Officers Who Will Deal With Criminals Without Fear Or Favour. Criminal Activities Have Become Very Sophisticated. The Community Needs More Capacitated Police Officers To Deal With Such/These Activities Effectively.

2.2. Killing Each Other

Many Police Officers Are Killed Daily In South Africa (See Sabc Radio Broadcast On 19 March, 2018). With Poor Cooperation Between The Police And The Community It Has Become Difficult To Find Out
People or group of people murdering police officers. It is only on rare occasions that violent perpetrators against police officers have been found and brought to justice.

Generally, people suspect community members fight out police officers because of their poor response to criminal activities. If the police fail to bring to justice their relatives caught in criminal activity, anger is placed on the police officers.

2.3. Destructive Use of Media

In order to address criminal issues, some community members rush to use social communication media broadcasting stations. What the media is supposed to do is to expose both the negative and positive acts of both the police and community. However, this often depends on decision of the journalist(s). S/he can decide to focus only on the failure of the police - rather than focusing on the failure of the community. This is what often happens in this country. Although the reason is not known, it seems journalists fear being victimized by the community. Community members are the majority of the population and can easily intimidate others, including journalists and the relatively small number of police. It is on rare occasions that the media are genuinely balanced.

There are moments when the media broadcast tension between the police and the ordinary community members. In such situations, the police talk of the bias of media. The media take sides against police officers. The media instead of helping the police in dealing with criminal activities - influence others to get involved in immoral and criminal activities, including aggressive violence, theft and robbery, drug abuse and rape.

2.4. Poor Salary of Police Officers

Majority of the police officers have families to take care of. Perhaps many police officers are now tempted to focus on their lack of remuneration instead of addressing the issue of crime in human society. They continue complaining instead of dedicating their time to the job of policing. Consequently, they also suffer psychologically. How can they manage to cope up with their situation of limited income, instead of solving crime in society?

It is possible that such thoughts can come to mind and paralyze a committed professional. As a result, s/he can get entangled in bribes without seeing the negative implications on others (community and police officers). S/he is seen as corrupt. S/he begins getting unacceptable names as a result. Consequently, the person refuses to be committed to his work.

III. NEGATIVE EFFECTS

There are multiple negative effects of the above problem(s). They are presented in the form of challenges that affect people holding public offices, ‘educated and professionals’, social development and progress, and so forth.

3.1. Challenges Exposed

However, the problem(s) presents a huge challenge that: ‘Most policemen and women are too stout to chase after criminals’ (Tebella 2018:10). The scorching effects of social impoverishment that makes people with the advantages of office prone to avariciousness when appointed custodians of the people and their wealth. Many people see public office as a chance to get rich. In a way portraying a popular African opinion, which says: ‘In many countries of Africa the climate… become so warped that if one does not get rich while in public office, one is regarded as a deviant’ (Lwaminda, 2009:219). It is a very sad opinion.

It points at so-called ‘educated’ and ‘professionals’ in the country as people who are supposed to redeem not only the country but also the entire continent of Africa from the briefly-described scenario. However, they have ‘flouted the imperatives of their professions, professional standards, ethics, and integrity by selling off to win favours’. In a way it touches the ‘political favours that are granted without compulsion’ in this country. As a result, it has been able to cause not only ‘favouritism’ but also ‘nepotism and breed hatred, antagonism and animosity’ (Lwaminda, 2009:220) in community within this country.

3.2. Social Effects

Currently, social development and progress are impeded by the human community’s involvement in criminal activities such as mob justice. Included are the destruction of properties and loss of human lives, robbery and theft. Some of them such as rape are perennial. In exposition of Mbeki (Former President of South Africa) and Hiv/Aids, Gevissermark (2009:280) reports one of the journalists who
Published A Graphic Account Revealing That After ‘Every 26 Seconds’ There Was/Is A Rape In South Africa. In Such A Situation Some Community Members Were Able To Say:

The Rapist Bestows A Death Sentence And The State, By Refusing To Give Cheap Medication That Could Save Many Women, Becomes Executioner. I Thought The Death Sentence Was Out Lawed (Gerhart 1978:58).

United With This Many People Have Become Very Poor To The Extent Of Women And Girls Getting Involved In Sexual Promiscuity. Youth Are Victims Of Religious Conflict And Drug Abuse. Teenage Pregnancies And Human Migration Leading To Forced Displacement Have Become Common In The Country. The Youth Are Affected Physically, Psychologically, Behaviourally, And Socially.

Christian Heritage Is Weakened Or Denied. People Have Been, For Years, Brutalized And Terrorized Into A Culture Of Unquestioning Submission And Political Silence By Their Own Leaders. The Situation Of Women And Children In Such A Society Is Even Worse: Parents Become Stressed And Angry And Sometimes Even Neglect The Vulnerable Child. Looking At The Situation In South Africa And Concentrating On The Importance Of Police Commitment In Addressing The Issue Of Crime In The Country, The Study Noted That The Police Arrest And Punish People Who Commit Other Criminal Offences Without Counselling Them. Even Though The Police Are Fully Aware Of Crimes In The Country, They Are Unconcerned To Take Serious Action Against The Perpetrators Of Crime.


IV. QUESTIONS GUIDING THE STUDY

The Key Question Guiding This Researched Study Is: How Can The Relationship Between The Police And Community Promote Church’s Family Pastoral Care Ministry In South Africa? Supplementary Questions Include: What Is The Problem With The Relationship Between The Police And The Community In South Africa? What Is/Are The Root Cause(S) Of The Problem(S)? How Can The Problem(S) Be Solved Pastorally? Who Should Solve It/Them?

V. CAUSES OF POLICE RELUCTANCE


It Is On This Basis That Mob Justice Comes In. Many Communities Have Lost Trust In The Police. They Even Think That Police Are Collaborating With Criminals. Police Officers Have Been Labelled As Corrupt, People Who Receive Bribes And So Forth. Police Look At Themselves As People Who Are Under-Paid By The Government. Then Police Do Not Work Hand In Hand With The Community. It Is Needed That Community Policing Forum Act As Ears And Eyes Of The Police; But The Community Currently Do Not Report Criminal Activities In Their Community To The Police.

5.1. Rights Of Citizens And Rights Of Police!

Like Any Other People In The World, Contemporary Family Members In South Africa, Are Becoming Increasingly Conscious Of The Dignity Of The Human Person. More And More People Are Demanding That Men And Women Should Exercise Fully Their Own Judgment And Responsible Freedom In Their Actions. This Should Not Be Subject To The ‘Pressure Of Coercion’ (Vatican II’s Dignitatishumanae, 1965:1) But Be Inspired
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By A Sense Of Duty. At The Same Time They Are Demanding Constitutional Limitation Of The Powers Of Government To Prevent Excessive Restriction Of The Rightful Freedom Of Individuals And Associations. This Demand For Freedom In Human Society Ideally Is Concerned With All People, Their Moral And Spiritual Values. But In Practice It Is Not True That The Right Of Every Person And Communities To Social And Civil Liberty And Well-Being Is Taken Seriously. In This Sense The Rights Of The Police And The Community Are Not Equally And Seriously Taken Into Account.


5.2. Blood Relatives

Many Police Officers Fortunately Or Unfortunately Are Working Among Their Own People – I.E. With The Place Of Their Origin And Where They Are Born, And Their Blood Relatives. In A Way Reflecting Exact African Slogan Which Says: ‘Blood Is Thicker Than Water’. It Is Difficult To Find Out Where This Idea Of Posting Police Officers To Work In Their Very Place Where Their Umbilical Cord Was Buried Or Fell. Perhaps This Was The Idea Of The Government To Solve The Problem Of Rampant Criminal Activities In The Area. This Idea Might As Well Come From The Police Officers Themselves In Agreement With Their Top Officials To Work Near Home, Like Many Other Civil Servants Are Doing In This Country. This Has Never Been A Good Option For The Police Working In South Africa Because It Does Not Only Lead To Police Reluctance In Dealing With Criminals In The Areas; But It Has Also Caused In The Police What Seeman Melvin (1972:86) Describes ‘Feelings Of Powerlessness, Rootlessness, Lack Of Standards And Beliefs, And Self-Estrangement’. This Is Having No Clear Idea Of Their Personality Or Place, Not Even Belonging To Them-Selves.

Naturally It Is Difficult To Arrest Your Own Relatives Who Violate The Rule Of Law. What Happens When The Police Know Very Well The Criminal Is A Member Of Their Own Family? Many Tend Not To Report Or They Will Report Very Late When The Situation Is Already Calm. It Is Human That The Police Also Want To Avoid Conflict With Their Own Brothers And Sisters In Community. Otherwise Their Own Community Will Also Regard Them As Enemies Of The Family. Consequently Criminal Perpetrators Are Not Arrested And Brought To Justice And The Same Crime Continues To Affect The Community. The African Slogan That Blood Is Thicker Than Water Does Not Work With Police Ministry And Tackling The Problem Of Crime.

5.3. Use Of Offensive Language And Failure To Learn From Others

Based On The Problem Statement It Is Clear That Some Of The Key Causes For Police Officers Not To Respond Quickly To Criminal Activities In The Area Are The Use Of Language And Failure To Learn From Others. This Is Language Used In Their Very Place Where Their Umbilical Cord Was Buried Or Fell. Perhaps This Was The Idea Of The Government To Solve The Problem Of Rampant Criminal Activities In The Area. This Idea Might As Well Come From The Police Officers Themselves In Agreement With Their Top Officials To Work Near Home, Like Many Other Civil Servants Are Doing In This Country. This Has Never Been A Good Option For The Police Working In South Africa Because It Does Not Only Lead To Police Reluctance In Dealing With Criminals In The Areas; But It Has Also Caused In The Police What Seeman Melvin (1972:86) Describes ‘Feelings Of Powerlessness, Rootlessness, Lack Of Standards And Beliefs, And Self-Estrangement’. This Is Having No Clear Idea Of Their Personality Or Place, Not Even Belonging To Them-Selves.
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5.4. Dilemma: Work Or Wages

This is show that like any other human being and heads of domestic family in South Africa, the police are also struggling for their livelihood and livelihood of their family members. But they are always in dilemma, whether they should choose work for little pay or they should go home to work. Do other things for themselves and for their family members. E.G. Children. Pope Francis (2013:36) describes it rightly as 'Financial System...Rules Rather Than Service'. Even though he perceives it as 'A Rejection Of Ethics And A Rejection Of God'. It is a difficult situation because of not earning a living wage. Society requires the police force to deal with criminal activities, but they seem not to take into account police officers living conditions.

South African Catholic Bishops' Conference (SACBC) reflects on Pope John Paul II's Encyclical Letter entitled 'On Human Work' (In Latin: Laboremexercens). Pope John Paul II (1981: internet) says that work and mankind are linked in the book of Genesis. Human kind was created 'in the image of God... male and female' (Gen 1:17). They were commanded: 'be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it' (Gen 1:27). This is show that the proper subject of work continues to be human being. It is linked to dignity of human work. It is societal and it involves family and nation-building. Work constitutes a foundation for the formation of family life, which is a natural right and something that humankind is called to respect.

In a way, work is a condition for making it possible to found a family, since the family requires the means of subsistence which mankind normally gains through work. Work and industriousness also influence the whole process of education in the family. For the very reason that everyone becomes a human being through, among other things, work and becoming a human being is precisely the main purpose of the whole process of education. Obviously two aspects of work in a sense come into play here: the one making family life and its upkeep possible, and the other making possible the achievement of the purposes of the family especially education. Never the less, these two aspects of work are linked to one another and are mutually complementary in various points.

Remuneration which will suffice for establishing and properly maintain a family and for providing security for its future, is required for all families and this includes families of members of the police force. Such remuneration can be given either through what is called a family wage – that is, a single salary given to the head of the family for her/his work, sufficient for the needs of the family without the other spouse have to take up gainful employment outside the home-or through other social measures such as family allowances or grants to mothers developing themselves exclusively to their families. These grants should correspond to the actual needs, that is, to the number of dependents for as long as they are not in a position of assume proper responsibility for their own lives (John Paul II, 1981:59-60).

5.5. Fear Of Being Killed

Tebella Amos Mohlatetse (2018:10) ‘we need committed police officers (in South Africa) who will deal with criminals without fear or favour’. Police are human beings and living things. Science tells us that all living things respond to stimuli. Complementary to this, experience tells us all human beings react negatively towards anything that terminates life on earth. Moralisers tell us that human beings are free and responsible beings. For this reasons they are committed to love others or not to love them. In complementing this, the catechism of the Catholic church (CCC 1994:431) looks at all these as ‘imputability and responsibility for an action that can be diminished or even nullified by ignorance, inadvertence, duress, fear, habit, inordinate attachments, and other psychological and social factors’. This shows that, every act directly willed is imputable to its author. In this context - the police. This is not the ‘fear the Lord’, which ‘is the beginning of wisdom’ (Sir 1:11-25) but the fear being killed or diminished or nullified by ignorance.

Perhaps also fear instilled by ancestral practices, because like any other African communities, majority of African communities still believe they are controlled by ancestral spirits. Archbishop Tlhagalebuti of Johannesburg (2016:26-27) inside the world wide magazine of the church in southern Africa – open to the world highlights ‘in such a world, witchcraft… continue to thrive’. ‘many christians believe more in the power of ancestral spirits than in the power of christ and saints’. For him (Tlhagale 2016:24) such trust in ancestral practices has made the behaviour of many south africans (black, white and coloured) as violent and ‘angry with itself’. Here, the archbishop did not only want to indicate rampant tension existing between different human relationships but also gender violence that exists in south africa and it has made ordinary women valued like pets in the world (Tlhagale, 2016:24).

Swaim Matt (2011:14-18) calls it ‘a form of distraction’ and made them in three categories: (1) fear of surrender: that is to show that the marginalised should be helped, the peoples of the world should live together in harmony, and charity holds a primacy of place among the virtues. (2) fear of...

5.6. Other Causes
Furthermore, There Are Also More Other Causes, Such As Negative Media Influence, Child-Neglect And Complex Criminal Situations/Activities.

5.6.1. Negative Media Influence

If A Radio Can Bring Evil Into The Hearts Of So Many People Why Can’t It Also Do Good. Radio Pacis In Uganda Is An Example Of A Radio Which Is Trying To Plant Seeds Of Peace And Development In The Hearts Of 5 Million Listeners Living In 7 Dioceses (Arua, Nebbi, Hoima And Gulu In Uganda; Mahagi In Congo; Yei And Torit In Southern Sudan) Through Programmes That Educate Towards Faith, Health, Agriculture, Ecology, Human Values (Radio Pacis Media Centre 2009: 14).

The Rwandan Radio Succeeded In Fermenting Evil In The Hearts Of So Many People In Rwanda During The Genocide. The Radio Station Even Located The Exact Places Where People Were Hiding For Their Lives.


5.6.2. Child Neglect
This Is Common Phenomena In South Africa. The Majority Of Parents Do Not Take Seriously Their Responsibility For Rearing Children For National Community Building In The Country. It Is Unfortunate That Children Are Often Not Taken Care Of By Their Own Parents, But By Their Grandparents, The School, The Government And The Church, Or Even By Housekeepers, Aunts, And Uncles.

In South Africa The Majority Police Wo(Men) Are Young People Between 30 – 45 Years. Perhaps, As Children, Many Passed Through The Same Process Of Being Neglected By Their Parents. They Are Also Fully Aware Of Various Studies That Revealed Children Neglected One Way Or Another By Parents And Other Adults Sometimes Are Not Concerned With Community Values. They Easily Get Involved In Criminal And Immoral Activities, Such As Drug Abuse With Its Negative Effects (Theft, Accidents, Aggressive Violence, Etc), And Sexual Misconducts Such As Sexual Child Abuse, Rape And Incest (Sacbc 2013:1ff). These Young People Should Be Taken Care Of By Their Parents And The Community. Instead The Community, Like Their Parents, Is Not Bothered To Help. In Such A Situation Many Police Tend To Relax Or Tend To Report Later When Called Upon Because Parents And The Community Themselves Have Not Been Responsible.
VI. SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS


6.1. Re-Evaluation Of Relationship And Society

This Can Begin With Relationship Between Individuals, Especially Between Police, Community/Society Members, Other Government Personnel. It Is To Find Out Whether There Is Recognition Of A Human Being As A Person, S/He Is Endowed With Intelligence And Free Will, Has Rights And Duties. Rightly And In Concurrence With Pius Xii, (1942) They Are Deeply ‘Rooted In The Human Nature’ And ‘Can Never Be Surrendered’, Nor Has Anyone ‘Power To Extinguish Them’.

Beginning With Rights, It Is Important For Everyone To Note And Recognize That Human Being (Regardless Of Being Police Officer, Community Member, And Other Government Personnel, Etc) Has A Right To Life, To Bodily Integrity And To The Means Suitable For The Decent Living - In Particular, Food Clothing, Shelter, Rest, Medical Care And Those Essential Public Services. It Is Also The State’S Duty To See That The Needs Are Met But Nationalisation Should Be Restricted To Those Matters Which Cannot Be Efficiently Performed By Private Enterprise, And Only To The Degree In Which Private Enterprise Cannot Cope. In This Sense It Must Be Noted That Freedom Comes First. That Is Because The State Exists For The Benefit Of The Citizen And Not Vice-Versa.

It Is On The Above Basis That Human(S) As ‘Social And Belonging To A Group’ (Eilers Franz-Josef 2002:195) Can Rightly Claim That S/He, Be Shown The Respect S/He Deserves And That Her/His Reputation Be Not Undermined. S/He Can Insist, Likewise, On Freedom To Search For Truth And Within The Limits Imposed By The Moral Order And The Common Good – To Publish Her/His Opinions And To Pursue Any Occupation. S/He Has Also The Right To Be Told The Truth About Public Events. All These Enable Different Groups Understudy To Respect Human Dignity.

6.2. Respect For Human Dignity

Respect For Human Dignity Is A Pressing Issue In South Africa - Not Only Between Police And Community. The Bible Constantly Continues To Remind Church Members Of ‘Cain’ Who ‘Rose Up Against His Brother Abel, And Killed Him’ (Gen 4:8). Pope John Paul Ii's Encyclical Letter Evangelium Vitae (1995:13) Speaks Of It As ‘The Voice’ Of The Brother’s Blood Crying From The Ground As A Way Of Revealing ‘The Root Violence Against Life’ (Sacbc 1995:4). It Is A Way Of Associating Tensions Existing Between People In South Africa With What Is Happening In Other Parts Of The World. In South Africa Every Individual Has To Become The Maternal Care Giver In The Family Pastoral Care Ministry. Every Threat To Human Dignity And Life Whether By The Police Or Community Is A Threat To The Family Pastoral Care Ministry. This Ministry Is Against Criminal And Immoral Behaviour. Paul Vi ‘gaudiumetspes’ 1965 [Hereafter Referred To As Gs 1965]:27, Catholic Family Pastoral Care Giver, Strongly Condemns Crimes And Attacks Against Human Life:

Whatever Is Opposed To Life Itself, Such As Any Type Of Murder, Genocide, Abortion, Euthanasia, Or Wilful Self-Destruction, Whatever Violates The Integrity Of The Human Person, Such As Mutilation, Torments Inflicted On Body Or Mind, Attempts To Coerce The Will Itself; Whatever Insults Human Dignity, Such As Subhuman Living Conditions, Arbitrary Imprisonment, Deportation, Slavery, Prostitution, The Selling Of Women And Children; As Well As Disgraceful Working Conditions, Where People Are Treated As Mere Instruments Of Gain Rather Than As Free And Responsible Persons, All These Things And Other Like Them Are Infamies Indeed (Gs 1965:27).

These Are Not Attitudes That Build The Community Rather They Poison Human Society. They Do More Harm To Those Who Practice Them Than To Those Who Suffer From The Injury. What Is Harmful To Human Beings Can Also Dishonour The Creator. There Is A Need For Education.

6.3. Education

That Will Enable Them To Become Moral Agents Through Practice Of What Is Humanly Good And The Right Thing To Do.

Furthermore With Right And Proper Education The Learner Becomes, One Day, A Teacher. As Teachers, They Will Be Able To Help Others To Promote Peace, Justice And Responsible Commitment In Society. Education Also Fosters Cooperation In Solving Crimes And Attacks Against Human Life.

6.4. Cooperation

There Is Need For Cooperation To Tackle The Problem Of Police Reluctance To Respond To Crime And Conflict Within The Community. It Is Not Only The Police That Must Be Involved In Accelerating This Cooperation But Also Other Institutions Such As The Family And The School. Pope Francis (2013:115, No.228) Puts It ‘Build Communion Amidst Disagreement’. The Church Must Take The Lead. Family Pastoral Care Amidst Other Things Is The Task Of The Church In Nation Building. The Family Is Vital For Responsible Child Nurture. This Helps In Promoting Peaceful Community And Nation Building; Human Resource Management, Community Policing Forum And Youth Involvement In The Fight Against Drug Abuse And Other Criminal/Immoral Behaviours.


Today We See Flourishing Examples In The Economic Field, In Social And Political Matters, In Cultural Exchanges And In Attention Paid To Health And Sport. When Considering Such Cooperation Authority In The State Is Not To Be Confined To Subjects Within Its Frontiers, But Rather To Attend To The Country’s Common Good, And This Cannot Be Divorced From The Good Of The Whole Human Family. In Complementing The Above Views, Waterhouse (1980:30, No. 99) Emphasises:

In Such Forms Of Cooperation Civil Community Should Not Injure One Another By Selfishly Seeking To Advance Their Own Interests. Instead They Should Combine Their Efforts To Gain Results Which Are Beyond The Capacity Of Any Single State.

This Is To Show That They Should Take Great Care To Ensure That What Benefits Some Does Not Bring Damage To Others.

6.5. Responsible Parental Care

Parents Need To Be Responsible To Take Care Of Their Children By Themselves Not Through Proxy - Other Adults (Grandparents, Aunts, Uncles And House Helpers) And Institutions (Such As School, Church And Prison). The Right To Care For The Children And To Educate Them Belongs Primarily To The Parents. Perhaps This Is Reason Pius Xi (1927), Spelled Out In Greater Detail In The Encyclical ‘Diviniilliusmagistri’ Parental Rights And Responsibilities In Education Of Their Children.

They Are Reiterated In The Decree On Education Of The Second Vatican Council Which Also Reminds Everybody That The Assistance Which The State Gives In Providing Schools Etc, Is Subject To The Principle Of Subsidiarity, I.E. The State Should Not Absorb Lesser Bodies Which Can Fulfil Their Tasks Efficiently. This Is To Show That Everything Must Be Directed Towards Strengthening The Family. Social Policy In South Africa Has Inevitably Been Influenced By The Prevailing Political Philosophies Which Have Revolved For The Most Part Around The Two Poles Of The Individual And The State, Not The Family And The State.


The Police Are Professional Representatives Of Government. Government Is A Major Institution For The Promotion Of The Common Good. This Necessitates Sacrifice For The Good Of All People In Society. Achievement Of The Common Good Requires Collaboration Between Government And Society. There Should Be Good Cooperation Between Community, Society And The Police. Police Is There For The Promotion Of Peace In All Communities. Community Must Support The Police By Reporting Criminal Activities, And Police Must Respond To The Community’s Needs. Patience Is Important Between The Different Stakeholders In Situations Of Tension. This Tension Must Be Healed And Relationships Strengthened.
6.6. Patience

Like the Buddhists, police and community members need patience to heal anger existing between them. It is a challenging suggestion ‘why patience?’ (The Dalai Lama 1999: VII-VIII). It is a suggestion that has a universal teaching scope, one that appeals to police and community alike. It is practical in sense that one can bring into everyday life. There is a lack of understanding of patience, and its reflection in the overwhelming dominance of anger. Is endemic to our human culture in South Africa. Anger is one of the roots that cause so much unhappiness, suffering, discord, and violence in the world today. It is expressed a hundred times a day in the mass media, especially television, internet, radios and newspapers. Etc. Anger is found in how we settle disputes in our highly-litigious society; In how our leaders conduct themselves in the halls of congress; in the increase of domestic violence and child abuse and neglect; and in the sense of self-hating and self-loathing that pervades our culture. Politeness, kindness, patience, and compassion often seem part of legendary past.

It reflects Jipathuptengenshe’s (1999: VII) introduction of the book entitled ‘Healing Anger’. It was a story about the challenge of patience, and it presents an encounter between a hermit and a herdsman. According to the author, the hermit was living alone in the mountains. One day, a herdsman happened to pass by his cave. Intrigued, the herdsman shouted at the hermit and asked, ‘what are you doing alone in the middle of nowhere?’ The hermit replied, ‘I am meditating’. ‘what are you meditating on?’ asked the herdsman. ‘on patience’, said the hermit. There was a moment of silence. After a while, the herdsman decided to leave. Just as he turned to go, he looked back at the hermit and shouted, ‘by the way, you go to hell!’ ‘what do you mean?’ you go to hell!’ came flying back. The herdsman laughed and reminded the hermit that he was supposed to be practicing patience!

It is simply story wonderfully illustrates the key challenge for someone who wishes to practice patience: in a situation which would ordinarily give rise to an outburst of anger, how can we remain calm and positive? Many South Africans seem to forget that one moment of anger can wipe out a lifetime of merit. At first this looks a harsh statement, but upon reflection it makes a great deal of sense. When we get angry with someone we are often unaware of the effect it has on that person. Let alone the ripple effect it causes. Nonetheless, it does indeed have a ripple effect: that person does not hang on to the anger but passes it on perhaps repeatedly. The antidote to anger is patience, and so that dissemination of wisdom regarding patience becomes a critical need in these times of need between the South African police and the community.

This above challenge is not restricted to religious practitioners alone. It is a challenge each of us face as we try to live our lives with a degree of human dignity and decency. At nearly every turn we are confronted with situations that test the limits of our patience and tolerance. Be it within our family, in the work environment, or simply when interacting with others, often our prejudices are revealed, our beliefs challenged and our self-image threatened. It is in these moments that our inner resources are most called upon. All of these, Shantideva would say, ‘tests our character, revealing how far we have developed our capacity for patience and tolerance’ (Lama 1999: VII). This is because patience is something that cannot be cultivated in isolation from others people. In fact, it is a quality that can arise only within the context of our interaction with others, especially with fellow human beings. The hermit’s spontaneously response shows his inner development to have been as unstable as a child’s sand castle. It is one thing to immerse oneself in warm thoughts of tolerance and compassion towards others in the unchallenged environment of solitude, but it is entirely a different matter to live these ideas in one’s day-to-day interactions with real people. This is of course not to belittle the importance of silent meditation. Such solitary practices internalize insights which otherwise would remain only at the level of intellectual knowledge. And like most ancient Indian religious traditions, Buddhism advocates meditation as a key element of the spiritual path. But the fact remains that the true test of patience comes only in the context of interaction with others. Complementary to the above suggestions is need of language/terminological sensitivity in human relations.

6.7. Terminological Sensitivity and the Media

Language terminology and the media are means of communication. Critical observation reveals lots of languages that can easily be misunderstood and interpreted by the receivers as offensive. So, both South African community and police officers need to be sensitive to terminologies that they use to communicate information to each other. In South Africa of today sometime back, Professor Manganyi(1978:77) of psychology university of Transkei rightly stated:

Language, as communication flourishes … in a climate of freedom – in a climate within which paradoxically individual identity is cherished more than collective or group identity. Even though it has not been very clear, why police sometimes fail to respond to criminal activities that affect individual and community, perhaps some of them were angered by destructive language use. Gibbs

The Media As An Instrument Of Social Communication Has To Disseminate Information. This Is Not Supposed To Be Any Information Regardless Of Audience (Children And Adult, And Effects) But This Is To Be Information That Can Build Human Relationships. Media Need To Be Sensitive To Their Audience And The Effects Their Communication Will Have On Them. The Media Message Must Always Be For General Public Consumption. All These Suggestions Should Not Be An Excuse For Neglecting Our Christian Heritage Because Christianity Promotes Not Only Religious Values But Human Values.

6.8. Christian Heritage

Our Christian Heritage Promotes Family Pastoral Care Ministry. Our Christian Heritage Draws Its Strength From Jesus Christ. He Is The Product Of A Human Family, And The Perfect Family Pastoral Care Minister Himself. He Defended Those Neglected By Society. He Healed The Sick, Cured Lepers, Ate With Tax Collectors, And He Was A Friend Of Prostitutes; He Fed Hungry, He Was A Friend Of Children, And Young People.

Such Christian Characteristics Are Often Present In The Church. Neglecting The Church, For Many Police Officers And The Community, Is Neglecting Their Christian Heritage. If Conflicting Situations Between Police And Community Are To Be Resolved, Both Need To Attend Church - Not Just To Make Them Christians, But To Gain Insight Into Christian Values.

VII. CONCLUSION

This Topic Is Complex. There Has Been Poor Communication Between The Media, The Police And The Community. There Is Need For Responsible Dialogue. Forums To Represent Each Group Are Required If The Issue Of Criminal Activity Is To Be Positively Addressed. Government Officers Must Also Be Included In This Dialogue. This Dialogue Will Be Greatly Enriched By Members Of These Different Forums Who Embrace Christian And Other Religious Values. There Is No Substitute For Practicing One’s Religious Faith. Religious Values Will Be Reflected In The Commitment, Honesty And Integrity Of Those Involved In This Ongoing Dialogue. Communication Will Flourish, The Community Will Be Served, And Criminal Activity Greatly Reduced, Where Leaders Of Integrity Embrace With Courage The Long And Demanding Path That Leads To Justice And Peace.

It Has Been Contention Of This Study That Unity Must Prevail Over Conflict. Conflict Can Never Be Totally Ignored Or Concealed In Human Relationship. It Can To Be Faced And It Must Be Faced. Because When People Remain Trapped In Conflict, They Continue To Lose Their Perspective, Horizons, Shrink And Reality Itself Begins To Fall Apart. In The Midst Of Conflict They Loss Their Sense Of The Profound Unity Of Reality.
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